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Abstract

In this article we develop a conceptual climate model based on Earth’s energy balance
that incorporates ice-albedo and greenhouse gas feedback effects. The resulting model is
nonsmooth due to physical constraints on the ice line: it cannot extend beyond the pole or
the equator. Because there is no general framework for this type of model, we extend the
vector field to the nonphysical region so that we can use the machinery developed by Filippov
[7]. Within this framework, we find that the physical region is forward invariant, and that
sliding motion occurs on the physical boundary. In addition, we are able to prove that when
greenhouse gas dynamics are sufficiently slow in comparison to the motion of the ice line the
system exhibits a globally attracting periodic orbit which is reachable in finite time. This orbit
can oscillate between wildly different scenarios including fully glaciated, partially glaciated, and
ice-free states.

1 Introduction

There is significant evidence that large glaciation events took place during the Proterozoic era
(2500-540 million years ago). In particular, this evidence points to the existence of glacial forma-
tions at low latitudes, see the review articles [10, 21] and the references therein. One theory on
the exodus from such an extreme climate was put forward by Joseph Kirschvink [13], who advo-
cated that there was accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, eg. CO2. His theory
purports that during a large glaciation chemical weathering processes would be shut down, thus
eliminating a CO2 sink. Moreover, volcanoes would remain active during the glaciated state. The
combination of these effects would lead to enough build-up of atmospheric carbon dioxide to warm
the planet and start the melting of the glaciers, which would then melt rapidly due to ice-albedo
feedback.

The mathematical models of so-called “snowball” events have been explored by many. In 1969,
Mikhail Budyko and William Sellers independently proposed Energy Balance Models (EBMs) cap-
turing the evolution of the temperature profile of an idealized Earth [2, 23]. Many others, for
example [3, 1, 20], have followed in Budyko and Seller’s footsteps and used similar conceptual
models capable of exhibiting snowball events.

From the point of view of dynamical systems, many of these early works share a similar theme
by focusing on a bifurcation analysis when the radiative forcing parameter, one that depends on
changes in the atmospheric CO2 and other greenhouse gases levels, is varied. The reader may
find figures similar to those displayed in Figure 1 in earlier works [1, 10, 22]. These figures illustrate
the state of Earth’s glaciation in terms of atmospheric CO2. In all of these figures, the effect of the
radiative forcing due to CO2 and other greenhouse gases is treated statically as a parameter in a
simple bifurcation analysis.
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Since glacial extent varies over time and dynamic processes such as chemical weathering af-
fect the level of atmospheric CO2, the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 1 could can be viewed as
phase planes with dynamic variables consisting of the glacier extent (ice line) and radiative forcing
due to greenhouse gases. In particular, if a global glaciation did occur, and Kirschvink’s argument
about the accumulation of atmospheric CO2 held, then we should expect orbits of this dynamical
system to traverse the extreme ice latitudes, ie. the equator (0o) and the pole (90o). We will see
that the mathematical analysis of such a system requires sophistication beyond a bifurcation anal-
ysis.

The goal of this article is twofold: first, to extend existing energy balance models to include a
dynamic greenhouse gas component, and second, to perform a rigorous analysis on the resulting
nonsmooth model. The model extension is based on Kirschvink’s idea that a chemical weathering
shutdown would lead to accumulation of atmospheric greenhouse gases. We find that the physical
restrictions on the ice line lead to a system which is piecewise Lipschitz continuous and can be
analyzed using the perspective of Filippov.

value, DA = A0 ! A, which we can think of as the radiative
forcing due to increased optical thickness of the atmosphere
(due to increased greenhouse gases, for example) relative to
the present.
[23] Roughly following Roe and Baker [2010], we can

calculate the stability of the equilibria by first noting from
equation (7) that
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If "xs
" DA" # > 0 on a steady state solution then reducing the

radiative forcing causes the ice latitude to move equator-
ward, and vice versa, so the state is stable. Similarly when
"xs

" DA" # < 0 the solution is unstable and when "xs
" DA" # becomes

infinite there is a bifurcation. This is an example of the
“slope!stability” theorem, a more general consideration of
which can be found in Cahalan and North [1979]. Using
equation (10) it is easy to show that the solution line is
stable for xs greater than the bifurcation at 0 < xs < 1 and
unstable for xs less than this bifurcation (use @!p

@xs
= S(xs)(a1 !

a2(xs)) from equation (5) and note that s2 is negative). We
show a bifurcation diagram of the standard Budyko!Sellers

model in Figure 10, generated using the solution and sta-
bility criteria outlined in this section.

3.2. Modifying the Budyko!Sellers Model to Produce
the Jormungand State
[24] The Jormungand global climate state depends on the

difference between the albedo of snow covered and bare sea
ice, which is not incorporated into the standard Budyko!
Sellers model. To include this effect we let a2 take a snow
covered value (a2

s) poleward of a transition latitude and a
bare sea ice value (a2

i ) equatorward of this transition lati-
tude. Mathematically, we take
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where xi is the sine of the latitude of the transition from bare
to snow covered sea ice, andDxi is the width (in sine latitude)
of the transition region. In a global climate model xi and Dxi
are set by atmospheric dynamics, but we must impose xi
and Dxi in the Budyko!Sellers model. We can still use
equation (7) to solve the model as long as we recalculate
as and ap(xs) using equation (11).
[25] To calculate stability of the states, we calculate "xs

" DA" #
using the method described in section 3.1. We find a relation
similar to equation (10)
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Note that in the standard Budyko!Sellers model @!s
@xs

= 0, but
in the modified Budyko!Sellers model @!s

@xs
is nonzero near

the ice!snow transition.
[26] Our parameter choices for the modified Budyko!

Sellers model are motivated by results from CAM, but ulti-
mately selected so that the modified Budyko!Sellers model
bifurcation diagram is similar to that of CAM. The fact that it
is possible to obtain a similar bifurcation diagram at all with
our simple modification to the model (equation (11)) sug-
gests that our explanation for the Jormungand state is sound.
Furthermore, we will subject the model to a sensitivity study
(section 3.3) that shows that the behavior we describe is
fairly robust, and suggests the qualitative control on the
Jormungand state of the physical processes that model
parameters represent.
[27] We take xi = 0.35 based on the CAM simulations

(section 2) and Dxi = 0.04. We choose albedo and ice!snow
transition parameters of the modified Budyko!Sellers model to
correspond roughly with those produced by CAM (section 2).
We also take C

B = 1.5, as opposed to C
B = 2.4 in the work by

Budyko [1969] and C
B = 2.5 in Figure 10, because merid-

ional heat transport in CAM is relatively inefficient in the
Jormungand state (poleward heat transport across 45° of
"2.25 PW (1015 W) in the Jormungand state as opposed to
"4.75 PW in the warm state). This is the result of both a
strong inversion in the mid and high latitudes, which reduces
eddy activity, and extremely cold temperatures in the mid and
high latitudes, which reduces moist energy transport. Finally,
we let Ts = 0°C since this value is more appropriate if the ice

Figure 10. Bifurcation diagram of global climate in the
Budyko!Sellers model with Q0 = 1285 W m!2, A0 =
210 W m!2, B = 1.5 W m!2 K!1, C = 2.5B, a1 = 0.3, a2 =
0.6, Ts = !10°C, and s2 = !0.482. DA is the reduction in
outgoing longwave radiative from a standard value (DA =
A0 ! A) and represents a proxy for changes in greenhouse
gas forcing. Solid lines represent stable equilibria and dashed
lines represent unstable equilibria.
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(a) A bifurcation diagram in Abbot, et al [1]

of years would leave it powerless to
resist the ice encroachment. It is also
uncertain if the tropical ocean would
ever become entirely ice covered
(Hyde et al., 2000; Baum and Crow-
ley, 2001; Warren et al., 2002)
Kirschvink (1992) speculated that
areas of open water (polynyas) would
remain, tracking the zone of highest
solar incidence back and forth across
the equator and imparting a strongly
seasonal climate even at low latitude,
consistent with geological observa-
tions (Williams and Tonkin, 1985).
This is distinct from the tropical
‘loophole’ model (Hyde et al., 2000;
Baum and Crowley, 2001; Crowley
et al., 2001), in which the ice fronts
miraculously approach but never

cross the ice-albedo instability thresh-
old [but the continents are glaciated
because they are mostly placed in
middle and high latitudes, contrary
to palaeomagnetic evidence (Evans,
2000)].
Assuming an albedo runaway did

occur, the climate would be domin-
ated by the dry atmosphere and the
low heat capacity of the solid surface
(Walker, 2001). It would be more like
Mars (Leovy, 2001) than Earth as we
know it, except that the greater at-
mospheric pressure would allow sur-
face meltwater to exist. Diurnal and
seasonal temperature oscillations
would be strongly amplified at all
latitudes because of weak lateral heat
transfer and extreme ‘continentality’

(Walker, 2001). Despite mean annual
temperatures well below freezing
everywhere, afternoon temperatures
in the summer hemisphere would
reach the melting point (Walker,
2001). Evaporation of transient melt
water would contribute, along with
sublimation, to maintain low levels of
atmospheric water vapour, and gla-
ciers would feed on daily updrafts of
this moisture (Walker, 2001). The
global mean thickness of sea ice
depends strongly on sea-ice albedo
(! 1.4 km for albedo 0.6) and
meridional variability is a complex
function of solar incidence,
greenhouse forcing (see below), zonal
albedo, ablation or precipitation, and
equatorward flowage of warm basal
ice (Warren et al., 2002).
Climate physicists originally assu-

med that no ice-albedo catastrophe
ever actually occurred because it
would be permanent: the high planet-
ary albedo would be irreversible. A
saviour exists, however, and Kirsch-
vink (1992) identified it as the buildup
of an intense atmospheric CO2 green-
house through the action of plate
tectonics in driving the long-term
carbon cycle (Walker et al., 1981;
Caldeira and Kasting, 1992; Kirsch-
vink, 1992). On a snowball Earth,
volcanoes would continue to pump
CO2 into the atmosphere (and ocean),
but the sinks for CO2 – silicate weath-
ering and photosynthesis – would be
largely eliminated (Kirschvink, 1992).
Even if CO2 ice precipitated at the
poles in winter, it would likely subli-
mate away again in summer (Walker,
2001). CO2 levels would inexorably
rise and surface temperatures would
follow, most rapidly at first and more
slowly later on (Fig. 7) due to the non-
linear relation between CO2 concen-
tration and the resultant greenhouse
forcing (Caldeira and Kasting, 1992).
With rising surface temperatures, sea
ice thins but ground ice sheets expand
in some areas due to a stronger
hydrological cycle. If CO2 outgassing
rates were broadly similar to today (a
reasonable assumption for 600–
700 Ma), then the time needed to
build up the estimated 0.12 bar CO2

required to begin permanent melting
at the equator, assuming a planetary
albedo of 0.6, would be a few million
years (Caldeira and Kasting, 1992;
Crowley et al., 2001). This estimate
(Fig. 7), while subject to large uncer-
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Fig. 6 Ice-line latitudes (at sea level) as a function of the e!ective solar flux (Es), or
equivalent pCO2 (for Es " 1.0), based on a simple energy-balance model of the
Budyko-Sellers type (after Caldeira and Kasting, 1992; Ikeda and Tajika, 1999).
Effect of a 30% reduction in meridional heat transport is shown, as is the estimated
solar flux at ! 600 Ma. Of three possible stable points for Es " 1.0, the Earth
actually lies on the partially ice-covered branch at point 1. An instability due to ice-
albedo feedback drives any ice-line latitude < 30! onto the ice-covered branch. A
pCO2 » 0.12 bar is required for deglaciation of an ice-covered Earth, assuming the
planetary albedo is 0.6 and Es " 1.0 (Caldeira and Kasting, 1992). The snowball
Earth hypothesis is qualitatively predicated on these findings and infers a hysteresis in
pCO2 (and consequently surface temperature) following the circuit labelled 1–7.
Starting from point 1, lowering of pCO2 causes ice lines to migrate stably to point 2,
whereupon runaway ice-albedo feedback drives ice lines to the ice-covered branch at
point 3. Normal volcanic outgassing over millions of years increases pCO2 to point 4,
initiating deglaciation. Reverse ice-albedo feedback then drives ice lines rapidly to the
ice-free branch at point 5, where high pCO2 combined with low planetary albedo
creates a transient ultra-greenhouse. Enhanced silicate weathering causes lowering of
pCO2 to point 6, whereupon polar ice caps reform and ice lines return to the partially
ice-covered branch at point 7. In the 1960s, Budyko was concerned with the small ice-
cap instability, which predicts a possible switch to the ice-free branch (e.g.
disappearance of Arctic sea ice) due to anthropogenic global warming.

The snowball Earth hypothesis • P. F. Hoffman and D. P. Schrag Terra Nova, Vol 14, No. 3, 129–155
.............................................................................................................................................................

136 " 2002 Blackwell Science Ltd

(b) A bifurcation diagram from Figure 6 in
Schrag, et al [10]

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagrams found in previous models of snowball Earth.

We present the topics as follows. In the next section, we introduce some background motivating
the model of interest. In Section 3, we discuss the Filippov framework for solutions to differential
equations with discontinuous right hand sides. We show that an ice line model based on the
Budyko EBM coupled with a simple equation for greenhouse gas evolution can be embedded in
the plane to form a slow-fast system that has unique forward-time Filippov solutions. We then
state and prove our main results about this system. In Section 4 we apply the result to a variant
of our model and suggest a proof of concept for special rock formations called banded iron. We
close the article with a discussion and ideas for future work.

2 The Equations of Motion

2.1 The Budyko Energy Balance Model and the Ice Line Equation

The Budyko Energy Balance Model (EBM) describes the evolution of the annual temperature
profile T = T (y , t), where t denotes time and y denotes the sine of the latitude. The governing

2
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equation may be written:

R
∂

∂t
T (y , t) = Qs(y)(1− α(η, y))− (A+ BT (y , t)) + C

(∫ 1
0

T (y , t)dy − T (y , t)

)
. (1)

The main idea is that the change in temperature is proportional to the imbalance in the energy
received by the planet. The amount of short wave radiation entering the atmosphere is given by
Qs(y)(1 − α(η, y)), where Q is the total solar radiation (treated as constant), s(y) is the distribu-
tion of the solar radiation and α(η, y) is the albedo at latitude y given that the ice line is at latitude
η. The outgoing longwave radiation is the term A + BT (y , t); it turns out that the highly complex
nature of greenhouse gas effects on the Earth’s atmosphere can be better approximated by a
linear function of temperature than by the Stephan-Boltzmann law for blackbody radiation (σT 4),
see the discussion in [9]. The parameter A is particularly interesting here, because it is related to
greenhouse gas effects on the climate system, which we will describe further in Section 2.2. The
transport term C(

∫ 1
0 T (y , t)dy − T ) redistributes heat by a relaxation process to the global aver-

age temperature. Assuming symmetry of the hemispheres, one may take y ∈ [0, 1] and T (y , t)

as a symmetric temperature profile over the interval [−1, 1], hence, an even function of y . A more
detailed discussion of this model can be found in [26].

The evolution of the ice-water boundary, or what is often called the ice line, η, affects the albedo
function α(η, y). One way to model this effect is to add an equation describing the evolution of η
as done in [28]. In this work, the ice line evolution was viewed as slow relative to the atmospheric
processes governing the temperature profile T (y , t). Many authors, eg. [26] and [20], specify
a critical ice line annual average temperature, Tc , above which ice melts, causing the ice line
to retreat toward the pole, and below which ice forms, allowing glaciers to advance toward the
equator. Based on this, the augmented ice line equation governing η may be written as:

dη

dt
= ε(T (η)− Tc) (2)

The two equations (1) and (2) form a slow-fast system with an integro-differential equation,
where the phase space must contain the function space of the temperature profile. Therefore,
the dynamics of this coupled system take place in some infinite dimensional space. The work by
Widiasih in [28] treated the model in a discrete time framework and also showed the existence of
a one-dimensional attracting manifold.

With the ansatz that T (·, y) is piecewise quadratic with discontinuity at the ice line, ie. y = η,
McGehee and Widiasih in [18] showed the existence of a one-dimensional attracting invariant
manifold, similar to that shown in [28]. The invariant manifold is parametrized by the ice line,
thereby reducing the dynamics into a single equation as in (3).

η̇ = h(η) (3)

with

h(η) := ε
Q

B + C

(
s(η)(1− α(η, η)) +

C

B
(1− α(η))

)
−
A

B
− Tc (4)

where α(η) =
∫ 1
0 s(y)α(η, y)dy .

In what follows, we use the invariant manifold result by McGehee and Widiasih [18] and couple
the above ice line equation to an equation for atmospheric greenhouse gas evolution.

3
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2.2 Incorporating Greenhouse Gases

Here, we make an argument for a very simple form of an equation for greenhouse gas evolution.
In the Budyko and Sellers models [2, 23], the parameter A plays the important role of reradiation
constant. The Earth absorbs shortwave radiation from the sun, and some of this is reradiated
in the form of longwave radiation. The current value of A is measured using satellite data to be
approximately 202 W/m2 [9, 26].

However, throughout the span of millions of years, A is not constant, as the amount of heat
reradiated to space depends crucially on greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide. In fact, it
was posited in [3] that A behaves like a function of the logarithm of atmospheric carbon diox-
ide, measured in parts per million. In this same article, the authors derive an expansion for
A = f (log(pCO2)), and f ′(log(pCO2)) is negative and constant to leading order. Thus we ex-
pect that A varies inversely with the logarithm of carbon dioxide. This agrees with the intuition that
adding carbon into the atmosphere decreases its emissivity, allowing less energy to escape into
space.

Kirschvink postulated that prior to the global glaciation period, the land masses were
concentrated in the middle and low latitudes, setting the stage for a glaciated Earth. Then ‘On
a snowball Earth, volcanoes would continue to pump CO2 into the atmosphere (and ocean), but
the sinks for CO2 silicate weathering and photosynthesis would be largely eliminated ’[10, 13]. In
more recent work, Hogg [11] put forth an elementary model for the evolution of greenhouse gases
consistent with Kirschvink’s theory. In short, he argued that the main sources for atmospheric CO2
were due to an averaged constant volcanism rate and ocean outgassing. The main carbon dioxide
sink was said to be due to the weathering of silicate rocks. For our purposes, it will be enough to
work with volcanism and weathering. Let V denote the rate of volcanism, W the rate of weathering
and note that W should depend on the location of the ice line, η, or more specifically the amount
of available land and rock to be weathered. Putting this together we obtain

dA

dt
= −δ̃(V −Wη), δ̃ > 0

= δ

(
η −

V

W

)
, δ > 0

Setting the parameter ηc = V
W we obtain the greenhouse gas equation

dA

dt
= δ (η − ηc) . (5)

with δ > 0. From here on, we let
g(A, η) := (η − ηc) . (6)

Allowing A to vary, we rewrite the right hand side of the ice line equation (4) as h(A, η). As a
result, we have a system of equations for A and η:{

Ȧ = δg(A, η) = δ (η − ηc)

η̇ = h(A, η) =
[

Q
B+C

(
s(η)(1− α(η, η)) + C

B (1− α(η))− A
B

)
− Tc

] (7)

where in the above system we have rescaled time in order to absorb the parameter ε into δ. To
understand the relative sizes of ε and δ, we refer to Hoffman and Schragg’s elucidation of the
Snowball scenario in which they argue that the weathering took place at a much slower rate than

4
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the ice-albedo feedback (see Fig. 7 on page 137 [10] ). With this in mind, we assume δ � ε.

The idea of packaging the essence of the long term carbon cycle into one simple equation is
not novel, though it is consistent with earlier findings [6, 11, 17]. The novelty comes from con-
necting such an equation to an energy balance model and analyzing the dynamics of the coupled
system. Indeed, the parameter Aex on page 644 [17] is the variable η in equation (7) and it rep-
resents the effective area of exposure of fresh minerals. The coupling of the ice line η and the
greenhouse gas variable A follows naturally.

The system we examine is singularly perturbed, with critical manifold given by h(A, η) = 0 and
the motion near this cubic manifold (away from the fold points) given roughly by Ȧ = g(A, η), see
[12] for a more general treatment. However, the cubic manifold extends beyond the physical
boundaries η = 0, 1 and so we must create reasonable assumptions for projection of this
motion onto the physical boundaries. Furthermore, η should slide along these boundaries, as
demonstrated by the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 1. This will be guaranteed by first carefully
extending the vector field to the whole plane, and utilizing Filippov’s theory for the resulting
nonsmooth system.

3 A Filippov System for a Glaciated Planet

Before we dive into the analysis of the coupled (A, η) system, we shall first build an intuition for
the type of system of our focus and prove a general result for such a system. We then apply
this result to an extended version of (7) and show that the extended non-smooth system admits
globally attracting periodic orbits.

Various frameworks for analyzing non-smooth systems have been developed, eg. by
Caratheodory, Rosenthal, Viktorovskii, Utkin [7, 5]. Here, we choose to use the framework
developed by A.F. Filippov [7]. The details of the proofs of existence and uniqueness of Filippov
type of solutions may be found in the book [8] or in the article [7]. For convenience, we adopt the
notations and statements of theorems used in [4].

3.1 Some Background on the Perspective of Filippov

Filippov’s framework allows for solutions of differential equations with set-valued vector fields. In
particular, if two vector fields disagree at some smooth discontinuity boundary, one considers
convex combinations of the two vectors corresponding to the limits of the vector field as
the boundary is approached from below and above. Any choice of vector within this set of
combinations is allowable from the perspective of Filippov. To make this rigorous, we first define
the set-valued map which corresponds to these convex combinations.

Definition 3.1. (Filippov Set Valued Map) Suppose that f is measurable and locally essentially
bounded, the Filippov set valued map of f , denoted by K[f ] is defined as:

K[f ](x) :=
⋂
δ>0

⋂
µ(N)=0

co (f (Bδ(x)\N))

where co denotes the closure of the convex hull.

A Filippov solution is based on extending a (possibly) discontinuous vector field to its
convexification, i.e. the Filippov set valued map.

5
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Definition 3.2. (Filippov Solution) An absolutely continuous function x : [0, τ)→ Rn is a Filippov
solution to a differential equation ẋ = f (x) if for almost all t ∈ [0, τ), it satisfies the differential
inclusion

ẋ ∈ K[f ](x).

As expected, on the region where the vector field f is continuous, the Filippov set valued map
satisfies K[f ](x) = f (x). Therefore, on such a region the Filippov solution is the classical solution.
This consistency result is due to the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. (Consistency), page 25 [5]
If f (x) : Rn → Rn is continuous, then the Filippov set-valued map of f is itself, ie.

K[f ](x) = f (x)

.

Existence and uniqueness of a Filippov solution can be achieved through the notion of solutions
to the differential inclusion of this Filippov set-valued map.

Theorem 3.4. (Existence and uniqueness), p. 511-512 [4] Let f (x) be measurable and locally
essentially bounded. Assume that x ∈ Rn, and that there exists γx and ε > 0 such that for almost
every x1, x2 ∈ Bε(x),

(ξ1 − ξ2)T (x1 − x2) ≤ γx‖x2 − x2‖22 (8)

holds for all ξ1 ∈ K[f ](x1) and ξ2 ∈ K[f ](x2). Then for any x0 ∈ Rn the initial value problem
ẋ = f (x) with initial condition x(0) = x0 has a unique Filippov solution for almost all t ∈ [0, τ).

Recall that in the classical theory of existence and uniqueness, a Lipschitz condition on the
vector field is sufficient to guarantee uniqueness of a solution to an initial value problem. Equation
(8) is called the essentially one sided Lipschitz condition and its role is similar to that of the classi-
cal sense, ie. to control the growth of the vector field, particularly at the point of discontinuity.

We now set the stage for the motion along the discontinuity boundary. Let Σ be the smooth
boundary separating two regions S+ and S−. Suppose that the vector field f is measurable and
bounded, and that its limiting vectors, denoted f + and f −, respectively, exist when x ∈ Σ is
approached from S+ and S−. Let N be the normal direction to the surface Σ directed from S− to
S+, while f +N and f −N are the projections of f + and f − onto N. Let x(t) be a Filippov solution of
the differential equation defined by f .

Theorem 3.5. (Sliding), page 512 [4] Suppose that the vector function x(t) ∈ Σ is absolutely
continuous for t ∈ [t1, t2]. Suppose f −N ≥ 0, f +N ≤ 0, f −N − f

+
N > 0 for all t ∈ [t1, t2]. Then the

solution x slides along Σ if and only if for almost all t ∈ [t1, t2]

ẋ = f 0(x) (9)

where
f 0(x) = αf +(x) + (1− α)f −(x) (10)

with

α(x) =
f −N (x)

f −N (x)− f +N (x)
. (11)

6
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Theorem 3.5 is crucial for determining the right dynamics at the discontinuity boundary. For
each x in the boundary, equation (10) picks the correct α, hence the correct linear combination
that results in the correct time derivative to push the solution along the discontinuity boundary.

In the next two theorems, let Σ0 ⊂ Σ be an open neighborhood on the discontinuity boundary
Σ with x(t) ∈ Σ0 for all t ∈ [t1, t2].

Theorem 3.6. (No Crossing), page 513 [4] If f +N ≤ 0 at all points of Σ0, then for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 no
solution can go out of Σ0 into S+. Similarly, if f −N ≥ 0, then no solution can go out of Σ0 into S−.

Theorem 3.7. (Crossing), page 513 [4] If f +N > 0 and f −N > 0 at all points in Σ0, then any solution
that touches Σ0 does so at exactly one point. In particular, in this case it crosses from S− to
S+. Similarly, crossing from S+ to S− happens when both projections onto the normal vector are
strictly negative.

3.2 Casting the Model in a Filippov framework

As mentioned previously, there is a physical constraint that the ice line η must lie between 0 and 1.
However, the model as it stands does not take this into account. The natural choice is to assume
that η̇ = 0 when η reaches one of these physical boundaries. More specifically, we should take

η̇ =

{
0 {η = 0 and h(A, η) < 0} or {η = 1 and h(A, η) > 0}
h(A, η) otherwise

Ȧ = δ(η − ηc)

The first equation forces η to stop at the physical boundary exactly when it is about to cross
that boundary (i.e. when η = 1 and h > 0 or when η = 0 and h < 0). When this happens, η
remains constant and A continues to evolve. As A evolves, so does the value of h and this results
in the η equation “turning back on” as soon as h becomes negative on the upper boundary or
positive on the lower boundary.

We expect the system to exhibit periodic orbits between ice-covered and ice-free states, but
there is no general theory that can be readily applied to this type of model. Rather than proving
from scratch in this nonstandard system the existence, uniqueness and Poincare-Bendixson
theorems, we take the alternate approach of extending the vector field to the nonphysical region
in such a way that we can immediately apply the machinery developed by Filippov. This extension
has no physical basis; it is merely a mathematical tool that we use to obtain the expected physical
results. The type of extension we will use is highlighted by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.8. Let G(x, y), H(x, y) : R2 → R be C1 functions. Define the vector field on R × R as
follows:

(ẋ , ẏ) :=



(G,−|H|) when y > 1(
G,

H−|H|
2

)
when y = 1

(G,H) when 0 < y < 1(
G,

H+|H|
2

)
when y = 0

(G, |H|) when y < 0.

(12)

Then, an initial value problem with time derivative (12) has a unique forward-time Filippov solution.
Furthermore, the strip R× [0, 1] is forward invariant.
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Proof. Since the system is piecewise Lipschitz continuous, hence measurable and essentially
bounded, to show existence and uniqueness of Filippov solutions, we need only show that the
one sided Lipschitz condition of Theorem 3.4 is satisfied by equation (12). Furthermore, since G
and |H| are Lipschitz continuous on the plane minus the discontinuity boundaries, we need only
demonstrate the one sided Lipschitz condition at the discontinuity boundary.

There are two such discontinuity boundaries: y = 0 and y = 1. We consider a point
z on the line y = 1. Let δ be small enough that Bδ(z) is a neighborhood containing only
the set {(x, y) : y > 0}. Suppose that z2 = (x2, y2) is a point above the line y = 1 ie. with
y2 > 1 and z1 = (x1, y1) is a point below the line y = 1 ie. with 0 < y2 < 1. We consider
(F (z2)− F (z1))T (z2 − z1) for the following two cases:

1. H(z1) ≥ 0, then (F (z2)− F (z1))T (z2 − z1) = (0,−|H(z2)| −H(z1))T (x2 − x1, y2 − y1) < 0,
since −|H(z2)| −H(z1) < 0 and y2 − y1 > 0. Then inequality (8) is satisfied with γx = 1.

2. H(z1) < 0, then F (z2)−F (z1) = (0,−|H(z2)|+ |H(z1)|). The second entry may be estimated
further: −|H(z2)|+|H(z1)| ≤ |H(z1)−H(z2)| ≤ kH‖z1−z2‖ where kH is the Lipschitz constant
of the function H Then the inequality (8) is satisfied with γx = kH.

A similar argument holds for the other discontinuity boundary, and therefore, system (12)
satisfies the one-sided Lipschitz condition, guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of Filippov
solutions. Finally, applications of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 to both discontinuity boundaries show that
the strip R × [0, 1] is forward invariant. The forward invariance of the strip is, of course, thanks to
the construction of the vector field in the vertical direction −|H| above y = 1 and and |H| below
y = 0.

Armed with this result, we return to system (7). Recall that g and h are both C1 functions over
the plane. Henceforth, we consider the initial value problem in the state space (A, η) ∈ R × R
endowed with the following piecewise Lipschitz vector field:

(Ȧ, η̇) :=



(δg(A, η),−|h(A, η)|) when η > 1

(δg(A, η), h(A,1)−|h(A,1)|2 ) when η = 1

(δg(A, η), h(A, η)) when 0 < η < 1

(δg(A, η), h(A,0)+|h(A,0)|2 ) when η = 0

(δg(A, η), |h(A, η)|) when η < 0

(13)

with initial value (A(0), η(0)) ∈ R× R.
An application of Theorem 3.8 shows that a unique forward-time Filippov solution to the initial

value problem (13) exists. Furthermore, the forward invariance of the strip R × [0, 1] ensures the
physically relevant aspect of the ice line η. We have arrived at the following conclusion:

Corollary 3.9. There exists a unique Filippov solution to (13). Furthermore, solutions starting
inside the strip R× [0, 1] stay in the strip in forward time.

Remark 3.10. There are many possible ways of extending system (7) beyond the strip R× [0, 1].
The choice of extension as done in system (13) assures the following points:

1. The attracting nature of the strip R× [0, 1].
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2. The switching from sliding to crossing is entirely determined by zeroes of h(A, η). This point
is especially important in the modeling of the physical system, since h signals the ice line’s
advance or retreat and h should be “off” at the extreme ice line location (pole or equator)
and should “turn back on” when the system has reduced or increased enough greenhouse
gases.

3. The time derivative of the sliding mode is entirely determined by the governing function of the
greenhouse gas effect, g(A, η). Again, this aspect is especially important in the modeling of
the physical system, since at the extreme ice line location (pole or equator), the ice-albedo
feedback shuts off and the greenhouse gas effect is the only driver of the system.

Figure 2: Close-up of (left) of the vector field near η = 1 in the physical region η < 1, the critical
manifold (solid), and the physical boundary η = 1 which is solid or dashed based on its attractive
or repelling nature. In the middle is our choice of extension beyond this boundary as well as the
extension of the critical manifold to the nonphysical region η > 1. The image on the right includes
a Filippov solution (red) exhibiting the induced sliding motion along the boundary as well as the
crossing motion back into the physical region at the zero of h.

3.3 Main Result

As mentioned earlier, the system (13) is singularly perturbed with critical manifold defined by
h(η) = 0. This is a cubic function of η with a single fold in 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 at η = ηp ≈ 0.61. Thus the
system admits a single fixed point on this manifold for any choice of ηc . It is easy to check that the
fixed point is stable when ηc > ηp and unstable otherwise.

Denote the fold point by p = (ηp, Ap). We remark that p is a canard point in the sense
of [16]. Therefore, for δ sufficiently small and ηc near, but below, the fold point the system
undergoes a canard explosion. While mathematically interesting, planar canard orbits exist only for
exponentially small parameter ranges which makes them unlikely observables. However, in higher-
dimensional systems canards can be robust and more complex phenomena such as mixed-mode
oscillations can occur. With this in mind, we remark that an interesting avenue for future research
involves including an extra variable (w in [18]) and foregoing the invariant manifold reduction so
that one can investigate the possible occurrence of canard-like behavior. For completeness we
note that we expect that as ηc decreases through the Hopf bifurcation at ηp, the family of periodic
orbits grows in amplitude, following the unstable branch of the slow manifold for longer and longer
times, until it eventually collides with the boundary η = 0 in a sliding bifurcation. However, we do
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Figure 3: Phase space for the system (13). The image on the left shows a typical orbit of the
system when ηc = 0.8 > ηp. On the right is a periodic orbit alternating between ice-free and
ice-covered states when ηc = 0.15. The existence of such an orbit will be proven in Theorem
(3.11)

not prove this here. Instead we are interested in periodic orbits that the system exhibits after the
canard explosion. That is, when ηc is bounded away from, and below, ηp.

Theorem 3.11. Choose ηc < ηp outside the parameter range for which canard orbits occur. For
δ > 0 sufficiently small the initial value problem (13) has a unique, globally-attracting periodic orbit
that is reachable in finite time and oscillates between η = 0 and η = 1, i.e. ice-covered and ice-free
states.

Proof. The proof relies on the construction of a trapping region, whose inner and outer boundaries
can be seen in Figure (4). We begin by constructing the inner boundary, which is made up of the
following 6 pieces:

(1) The segment of the critical manifold where Aq1 < A < Ap, which is made up of stable fixed
points when δ = 0. Here η̇ = 0 and Ȧ > 0.

(2) The vertical line segment connecting the fold point qp to the point (Ap, ηc). Here η̇ ≤ 0 and
Ȧ ≥ 0.

(3) The line segment connecting (Ap, ηc) to (Ap−σ1, 0), with σ1 chosen so that the line segment
does not intersect the critical manifold h(η) = 0. Here η̇ < 0 and Ȧ ≤ 0. We see that the vector
field points “into” the trapping region (and out from the inner boundary) if

∣∣∣ dηdA ∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣ εh(η)
δ(η−ηc)

∣∣∣ > ηc
σ1

.
This can be achieved by choosing δ small enough.

(4) The horizontal line segment connecting (Ap − σ1, 0) to q2. On this region of the physical
boundary the vector field points to the left.

(5) The line segment connecting q2 to a point (Aq1 − σ2, 1) where σ2 > 0 is chosen such that
the segment has positive slope. Here both Ȧ and η̇ are positive. However, we can once again
choose δ smaller if necessary so that the vector field points “into” the trapping region.

(6) The portion of the physical boundary η = 1 where Aq1−σ2 ≤ A ≤ Aq1 . Here the vector field
points to the right.

The outer boundary of the trapping region can be constructed in a similar way, as can be seen
in Figure (4). The constants σ4 > σ3 > 0 are chosen so that the line segment (i) does not intersect
the critical manifold. The remaining constants are chosen to satisfy σ6 > σ5 > 0. Once these
constants are chosen, δ will be made smaller if necessary on regions (i) and (iii).

Any orbit with initial condition outside the outer boundary of the trapping region must eventually
reach the physical boundary η = 0, 1. Once on this boundary it will slide into the trapping region.

10
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Figure 4: Inner (left) and outer (right) boundaries of the trapping region and the vector field on
these boundaries (arrows).

Now consider an orbit with initial condition on the interior of the inner boundary of the trapping re-
gion. If this orbit reaches the physical boundary then it must enter the trapping region. Otherwise,
it must stay on the interior of the physical region for all time in which case it must be bounded by
a classical periodic orbit that is entirely contained within the strip, or more precisely within η < ηp,
as there are no stable fixed points of the system. We compute the divergence of the vector field.
Note that it is nonzero within the open region η < ηp:

∂Ȧ

∂A
+
∂η̇

∂η
= 0 +

∂η̇

∂η

> 0, 0 ≤ η < ηp

≤ 0, ηp < η ≤ 1.

Thus any classical periodic orbit contained entirely in the region η < ηp can be ruled out by
Bendixson-Dulac’s Criterion [25]. Moreover, any periodic orbit that contains points with η > ηp
must cross the critical manifold and enter the trapping region. Therefore we see that all orbits
(except for the single fixed point) must enter the trapping region. Since any orbit that enters the
trapping region must reach the physical boundary in finite time, it follows from forward-in-time
uniqueness that it reaches a single periodic orbit in finite time.

The previous occurrence of a complete snowball event is still a highly contested topic in
geology. In the model (7), when ηc > ηp the full system exhibits a small ice cap stable state. In the
next section we present a variant of this system, as introduced by Abbot et al in [1]. By modifying
the albedo function α(y , η) so that it differentiates between the albedo of bare ice and snow-
covered ice, the new system has an additional stable state for an interval in ηc that corresponds
to a large ice cap. In [1], this was called the Jormungand state because it consists of a snake-like
band of open ocean at the equator.
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4 The Jormungand state and banded iron formations

Rock formations called banded iron formed during the Neoproterozoic era. These consist mainly of
thin (on the order of millimeters to centimeters in thickness) layers of chert and iron-oxide hematite
[14]. There are multiple theories as to how these rocks came to be, see e.g. [15] [10]. One theory
is related to the Snowball Earth Hypothesis: if Earth is ice-covered and the ocean largely anoxic
then there will be an abundance of Fe ions with no oxygen to bond with. This could lead to ac-
cumulation of iron on the ocean sea floor or perhaps in coastal oases where bacteria may have
survived during the snowball [21]. Due to a build-up of atmospheric carbon dioxide during the
snowball, deglaciation could begin, allowing the iron-rich anoxic water to come into contact with
oxygen. This would then result in layers of iron based on the amount of available oxygen, and
hence banded iron. However, the periodic nature of the layers observed is largely unexplained.
Could the variations be due to fluctuations of ice line at a time scale much shorter than the duration
of the snowball Earth? Here we propose a “pulsating” Jormungand state - oscillations between
Snowball and Jormungand states - as a mechanism for producing banded iron formations.

The new model is based on the assumption that the underlying albedo function distinguishes
between ocean, bare ice, and snow-covered ice:

αJ(y , η) =


αw , y < η
1
2(αw + α2(η)), y = η

α2(y), y > η,

(14)

where α2(y) = 1
2(αs + αi) + 1

2(αs − αi) tanhM(y − 0.35) is as introduced in [1].

Here αw is the albedo of open water, αi is the albedo of bare sea ice, and αs is the albedo
of snow-covered ice. The model assumes sea ice aquires a snow cover only for latitudes above
y = 0.35. We modify h(A, η) by replacing α with αJ :

hJ(A, η) =
Q

B + C

(
s(η)(1− αJ(η, η)) +

C

B
(1− αJ(η))

)
−
A

B
− Tc (14)

where we note that although α is only piecewise smooth, both α(η, η) and αJ(η) =∫ 1
0 α(y , η)s(y)dy are smooth.

The critical manifold {hJ(A, η) = 0} is plotted in Figure (5), along with an example of a
“pulsating Jormungand” orbit. In fact, the existence of such an orbit can be proven using the
same techniques as in Section 3 and so we close this section with a corollary to Theorem (3.11):

Corollary 4.1. Consider the Filippov system (13) with Jormungand albedo, and choose ηc below
the lower fold point and outside the parameter range for which canard orbits occur. The system
has a unique, globally attracting periodic orbit that is reachable in finite time alternating between
ice-covered and Jormungand states.

Remark 4.2. This modified system has other interesting orbits which we have not studied here
because our main focus was on a proof of concept for banded iron formations. However, for the
sake of completeness we point out that if the curve η = ηc intersects the middle branch of unstable
fixed points (again outside the regions for which canards can occur) then one can use the same
techniques to prove the existence of a unique, globally attracting periodic orbit which alternates
between Jormungand and ice-free states. An example of such an orbit can be seen below.
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Figure 5: The critical manifold {hJ(A, η) = 0} in black. Dashed lines correspond to unstable
fixed points of the fast subsystem while solid lines represent stable fixed points. The nullcline
η = ηc(= 0.15) is in blue and the (left) pulsating Jormungand orbit is red. The system parameters
for this simulation can be found in Appendix A. (Right) An example of an orbit oscillating between
ice-free and Jormungand states.

5 Discussion and Future Directions

In this article we have extended a class of energy balance models to include a greenhouse gas
component. The resulting system was nonsmooth due to physical constraints and did not imme-
diately fit into any existing analytical framework. However, using an artificial tool (extending the
vector field to the entire plane) we were able to fit the system into the Filippov framework and ob-
tain exactly the expected motion. More specifically, we proved that the system exhibited periodic
orbits between ice-free and snowball Earth states, thus verifying Kirschvink’s hypothesis about
carbon dioxide accumulation in a snowball scenario due to a shut down of chemical weathering
processes [13]. We then applied our result to the case of Jormungand albedo and showed that it
is possible to obtain oscillations between waterbelt and snowball states. In each case, we proved
that the oscillations were both globally asymptotically stable and reachable in finite time. The latter
was a consequence of the nonsmoothness of the model.

One general question brought about by this work has to do with building a general framework
for such models so that we no longer need to appeal to artificial tools. A first step toward this
framework might be a general theory for semiflows generated by smooth vector fields on mani-
folds with boundary.

It is also natural to ask how the shape of the critical manifold changes with parameters, e.g.
could the lower fold in Figure (5) move to the left of the upper fold? We refer the reader to [27]
for a number of examples. We leave for future study the periodic orbits the resulting system could
produce.

Another interesting future direction is to study the explicit effect of the temperature (here we
have considered it only through the equation for η based on the reduction by Mcgehee and Widi-
asih [18]) on the dynamics of the system. In a nonsmooth system, the addition of a stable dimen-
sion may destroy an existing stable periodic orbit [24]. Moreover, an additional dimension could
result in more interesting glacial oscillations, such as mixed mode oscillations.
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A Parameters

The parameters used in simulations can be found in the tables below.

Parameter Value Unit Source

Q 343 Watts/m2 [26]
αw 0.35 Dimensionless [1]
αi 0.45 Dimensionless [1]
αs 0.8 Dimensionless [1]
B 1.9 Watts/(m2 oC) [26]
C 3.04 Watts/(m2 oC) [26]
Tc -10 oC [26]
M 25 Dimensionless [1]
s(y) s0 + s2

2 (3y2 − 1) Dimensionless [19]
s0 1 Dimensionless [19]
s2 −0.482 Dimensionless [19]

Table 1: Parameters used to create the simulations in the figures
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